The effect of eye/head deviation and visual conflict on visually evoked postural responses.
Three interrelated experiments on visually evoked postural responses (VEPR) are presented to investigate the effect of lack of coplanarity between retinal and body coordinates (Experiment I) and the effect of directionally conflicting information in the visual stimulus. Experiment I showed that the direction of VEPR is modified by eye-in-orbit and head-on-trunk position signals, presumably of proprioceptive origin. Experiments II and III showed that VEPR can be critically suppressed by the presence of conflict within the visual stimulus (Experiment II: a linear, tangential component of visual motion acting in the opposite direction to the main angular component of a roll-motion display; Experiment III: a non congruent "improbable" visual motion parallax linear motion stimulus). A conceptual model of the postural system is presented, incorporating a gain control unit for the visuo-postural loop with inputs from the ocular/cervical proprioceptive system and from intra- and inter-sensory conflict detectors (comparators).